SUSTAINABILITY
When it comes to building green, it’s not always black and white; or, more specifically, it’s not
always LEED® or nothing. The STO Building Group has over a decade of experience delivering
integrated, high-performance, cost-effective solutions to meet our clients’ sustainability goals.
The CM/GC plays an integral part, from concept to close-out, with our intimate knowledge of construction waste and demolition management, understanding of the cost-analysis of alternative green building solutions and expertise in the constructability of green technologies. We work to help our clients meet their sustainability goals while also providing viable alternatives
for even greater efficiencies and implementing sustainable construction practices into the project management plan and
through the supply chain. Whether your objectives are centered on reducing your carbon footprint or on employee health and
well-being, the STO Building Group can help achieve your goals.
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CERTIFICATION PROGRAM EXPERTISE
The STO Building Group understands the impact that our industry has on the environment and the communities that we
do work. Whether your objectives are centered on reducing
your carbon footprint or on employee health and well-being,
the STO Building Group can help achieve your goals.
Our teams have tools in place, to do more than track the embodied carbon in the materials we’re using—we’re committed to tracking our own impacts through the construction
process itself. As signatories to the Contractor’s Commitment,
we’re tracking impacts from our fuel usage, transportation,
water, waste and creating jobsite environments that are not
only safe but have wellbeing top of mind.

We offer the following sustainability consulting services:


Gap analysis/eco-charette for major third-party
certifications



LEED® Administration



WELL™ & WELL™ Health-Safety Rating



Fitwel



Just Coaching



Living Building Challenge



Healthy Materials



Carbon Accounting



Construction Activity Carbon



Embodied Carbon

The STO Building Group family of companies—Structure Tone, Structure Tone Southwest, Pavarini North East Construction
Co., Pavarini McGovern, LF Driscoll, Govan Brown, Ajax Building Company, BCCI Construction, Layton Construction, Abbott
Construction, and RC Andersen—includes over 3,300 employees located in offices throughout the US, Canada, UK and Ireland.

